英文エッセイでよく使われる単語・フレーズ集

各文字列の書き出しでよく使われるフレーズ

I believe ~ , In my opinion, It is my belief that, I agree with ~ , I disagree with ~ , The issue of ~ , At first glance, I strongly believe ~ , Nowadays, Recently, Its true that ~ , From my point of view, I strongly oppose ~ , I support the idea that ~ , I do not agree ~ , etc.

Firstly, The first and most important ~ , For one thing, The foremost reason ~ , To start with ~ , In the first place, For instance, First reason ~ , Primary reason ~ , My first concern ~ , One reason that, First solution, First of all, To begin with, Presently, etc.

Secondly, In addition, Next, Additionally, Moreover, In comparison, On the other hand, On the contrary, In spite of ~ , Conversely, Since then, Furthermore, etc.

Thirdly, Lastly, At last, In addition, Additionally, Moreover, In comparison, On the other hand, On the contrary, In spite of ~ , Conversely, Since then, Furthermore, etc.

In conclusion, To conclude, Consequently, For the reasons above, In summary, As a result, To sum up, As I have noted, As I have stated above, In any case, In short, In any event, etc.

英文エッセイでよく使われる単語・フレーズ（機能別）

アイデアの追加
also, another, in addition, moreover, in fact, next, accordingly, in other words, besides, more specifically, undoubtedly, for instance, additionally,

比較・対照
although, but, by comparison, conversely, even though, however, in comparison, in spite of, instead, nevertheless, on the contrary, on the other hand, otherwise, unfortunately, yet, notwithstanding, neither, either, likewise

類似
also, as, similarly, in the same way, likewise, like

違い
in contrast, however, still, even though, on the other hand, but

位置関係
above, across, from adjacent, behind, below, beneath, beside, here, in back of, in front of, against, alongside, among, around, throughout, between, eventually, facing, over, on top of, inside, outside, near, around, off, onto, into, beyond

順序・時間
after, afterward, as soon as, at first, at last, at present, at the same time, during, first of all, first, second, third, formerly, meanwhile, secondly, since, thereafter, at length, presently, from time to time, before, all of a sudden, instantly, immediately, formerly, since then, in the meantime, beforehand,

重要な情報・強調
above all, also, besides, furthermore, moreover, to begin with, again, indeed, truly, certainly, surely,

結論・結果・要点
as a result, for example, for instance, in any case, in brief, in conclusion, in fact, in other words, in short, to sum up, in any event, accordingly, because, consequently, finally, for this reason, fortunately, in any case, in fact, of course, since, therefore, thus, all in all,

CriterionのWriter's Handbookに掲載されている単語・フレーズも掲載されています。